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"Disobedience to tyranny is obedience to God.

 Didn't we say she was literary? Ah, yes! All persons are bound by statutory
our erstwhile instructor of Eng. Comp., Penalties. This is regardless of Cir-
gram, who has already distinguished
unlike and position. The girl
in the field of Nametaking is TREASON, which is defined as "the
ventured into another field on the giving of aid and comfort to the en-
new frontier: Nametaking. All but a
bristle away and fury around the edges.

This Steaukh and intrepid libbie obeys the call of her idol, Red Jack, and ventures
the girl's forth to meet the challenge of the 1360. On Nov. 9, 1918, by the Bolshevik
in the typical deviations and convoluted revolutionaryism which became the
vus method. So characteristic of the
libbie "rational" she begins with a
acrimonious slur on the against Charles
Blackwell, refers to his conscience as a
DOGS, then branches into a direct
front, attacking Nametaking against the "OFF
ties" of the JU. Her preoccupation with
Rationalism (typical of
the obnoxious libbie) is clearly evident from her choice of descriptive
language. Now, of course, provide a
laceration language (which obviously indicates both ignorance
and irrationality) really means is more than anything else. We would
permit to pass unnoticed if it were
not for the constant, recurring theme of
falsehood and distortion which permeates the entire masterpiece of our
plunderous, nametaker. She has
approached, if not "TOPPER," our near.

The letter of Follitza, "Women of Pulitzer Fans in demonstration of
the Black Art of Dissimulation in
her letter to Charlie" to expose false
hoods. This is a Cardinal function of the JU. Let
us proceed:

1. OCCASION: Pulitzer-Ellias. Pulitzer, CURS.

2. EDITION: Ridiculous: Your own Sacred

Warren Commission have declared us
innocent. They have ruled in cases involving
BS THOS. that merely plotting to over-
throw the Govt. VILELY is not eno-

ough, "ya gotta betchin in de act", was
the Sage Wisdom, and you knew your

Censure credo which states: "THE WHIM
OF THE WARREN GANG IS THE LAW OF THE
COUNTRY," now, of course, even though this
above insanity is recognized as law by
those who are too dense to see thru the
specious arguments of the SLY Inaps who
murdered the poor citizens into silence.
Through their lawyers, WE, and...

All other Americans DO NOT recognize it as
law, and take no refuge in it. We menti-
onalize it only to illustrate its foolish-
ness and your ignorance. The proper
defense is based on the following: UNDER TRUE LAW

ARTICLE 1
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